SAFETY STARS
Did you know you can give someone a Safety Star?
If you see someone in your area using safe work practices, send an email to FM-OHS@virginia.edu with the subject Safety Star Nomination. Include their name and a short description of what they did to create a safe work environment and we will do the rest!

Thank you for promoting a safe workplace!

To recognize a Safety Star, email FM-OHS@virginia.edu

CAUSE MAPPING
Thank you to the Cause Mapping Team that recently took on an arc flash incident. The team contributed many hours over several weeks to identifying the root causes of the incident. Several factors were identified and all of FM is working to mitigate the causes and prevent future incidents like this.

Ask your supervisor about the Electrical Safety Pledge!

Sign up for an Electrical Safety Training by emailing FM-OHS@virginia.edu

LOOK WHAT YOU’VE DONE....
LOCKOUT/TAGOUT PROGRAM
Thanks to the Lockout/Tagout Focus Team for taking UVA’s outdated lockout/tagout (LOTO) program and making it current. The team spent many hours reviewing and improving existing policies and documents.

The Chiller Plant and its staff played an integral role in implementing the program, with special thanks to Justin Callihan and Bill Kirby (who is also the June 2017 Safety Champion). Bill used Brady’s Link360 software to create and catalogue procedures. This software is being adopted by all groups across grounds to aid in their lockout/tagout procedures.

All LOTO users should receive the current training. Email FM-OHS@virginia.edu to sign up.

Thank you to all of our Safety Committee and Focus Team members for your contribution to UVA FM safety!

SAVE THIS NUMBER IN YOUR PHONE!
The Service Desk contact numbers are your one-stop shop for all important notifications:

   Academic: (434) 924-1777
   Health System: (434) 924-2267
   Housing: (434) 924-3053

Calling this number during a significant incident (after 911, if necessary), will notify all the necessary parties, including OHS, EHS, and your supervisor (if needed).

Special thanks to the Cause Map team that worked on a water leak incident last fall that lead to the development of this system, and to Nina Green for creating a workflow in Veoci.

ACCIDENT REPORTING PORTAL
Thank you to everyone who has helped pilot the new FM Workers Comp/Accident Report Portal.

Thanks especially to all who have invited FM-OHS to speak to your groups about the electronic process, and thanks for the positive feedback in making the portal successful. You can find the link on the FM-OHS Forms Page and the Frequently Used HR Forms page.

If you would like FM-OHS to present to your group on Accident Reporting, please email FM-OHS@virginia.edu

FEATURED TRAINING
OSHA 30 Hour
Construction Outreach Training
Sept. 6, 20, Oct. 11, 18, 8am–5pm
Participants must attend ALL class days.
Email FM-OHS@virginia.edu to sign up!

Introducing:
VIVID Online Learning
Did you know OHS is working to implement an online learning system which will provide you with more training flexibility? Thanks to everyone who participated in the VIVID Pilot Groups. Your willingness and feedback will help us move forward.

Watch for more training info from VIVID soon!